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Power Optimization of an Iterative Multiuser
Detector for Turbo CodedCDMA
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ABSTRACT- We utilize Extrinsic Information Transfer (EXIT)
charts to optimize the power allocation in a multiuser CDMA
system. We investigate two methods to obtain the optimal
power levels: the first minimizes the total power; the second
minimizes the area between the transfer curves of the
interference canceller (IC) or turbo decoder. We show through
simulation that the optimized power levels allow for successful
decoding of heavily loaded systems. The optimal decoding
schedule is derived dynamically using the power optimized
EXIT chart and a Viterbi search algorithm. Dynamic
scheduling is shown to be a more flexible approach which
results in a more stable QoS for a typical system configuration
than one-shot scheduling, and large complexity savings over a
receiver without scheduling. We propose dynamic decoding
schedule optimization to fix the problem, that is, on each
iteration of the receiver derive the optimal schedule to achieve
a target bit error rate using a minimum number of turbo
decoder iterations.
Keywords – Channel Coding and Decoding, Turbo Code,
IMUD Receiver

I. INTRODUCTION
The advantage of the turbo decoding algorithm for
parallel concatenated codes, a decade ago ranks among the
most significant breakthroughs in modern communications
in the past half century: a coding and decoding procedure of
reasonable computational complexity was finally at hand
offering performance approaching the previously elusive
Shannon limit, which predicts reliable communications for
all channel capacity rates slightly in excess of the source
entropy rate. The practical success of the iterative turbo
decoding algorithm has inspired its adaptation to other code
classes, notably serially concatenated codes, and has
rekindled interest in low-density parity-check codes, which
give the definitive historical precedent in iterative decoding.
The serial concatenated configuration holds particular
interest for communication systems, since the “inner
encoder” of such a configuration can be given more general
interpretations, such as a “parasitic” encoder induced by a
convolutional channel or by the spreading codes used in
CDMA. The corresponding iterative decoding algorithm can
then be extended into new arenas, giving rise to turbo
equalization or turbo CDMA, among doubtless other
possibilities. Such applications demonstrate the power of
iterative techniques which aim to jointly optimize receiver
components, compared to the traditional approach of
adapting such components independently of one another.
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Algorithms are often developed and tested in floatingpoint environments on GPPs in order to show the achievable
optimal performance. Besides shortest development time,
there are no requirements on, for example, processing speed
or power consumption, and hence this platform is the best
choice for the job. However, speed or power constraints
might require an implementation in more or less specialized
hardware. This transition usually causes many degradations,
for example, reduced dynamic range caused by fixed-point
arithmetic, which on the other hand provides tremendous
reduction in implementation complexity.
II.CHANNEL CODING AND DECODING
This chapter deals with basics of channel coding and its
decoding algorithms. Following is a brief description of the
simple communication model that is assumed in the sequel.
This model also helps to understand the purpose of channel
coding. Then, two popular coding approaches are discussed
more thoroughly: convolutional coding together with Graymapped signal constellations and set-partition coding.
Decoding algorithms are presented from their theoretical
background along with a basic complexity comparison.
Consider the block diagram of the simplified
communication system in Figure 2.1. It consists of an
information source (not explicitly drawn) that emits data
symbols {uk}. A channel encoder adds some form of
redundancy, possibly jointly optimized with the modulator,
to these symbols to yield the code symbol sequence {ck},
where ck denotes a Mary transmission symbol. Linear
modulation is assumed, that is, modulation is based on a
linear superposition of (orthogonal) pulses. The signal sent
over the channel is therefore

Wherew( ) is the pulse waveform and Tsis the symbol time.
The waveform channel adds uncorrelated noise n(t) to the
signal, which results in the waveform r(t) at the receiver.
For the remainder, the disturbance introduced by the
channel is assumed to be additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN). That is,

The received waveform r(t) is demodulated to yield a
discrete sequence of (soft) values {yk}. Based on these
values, the channel decoder puts out an estimate {ˆuk} for
the data symbols {uk}.
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IV. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
A Existing system:

Figure 2.1: A simplified communication system.

According to Shannon, reliable communication with
arbitrarily low bit error rate (BER) in the AWGN channel
can be achieved for transmission rates below

If there are J orthogonal signal dimensions per channel use,
the transmission rate of a (coded) communication system is
defined as

whereM is the number of possible symbols per channel use
and Rc<1 denotes the code rate of the channel code in data
bits/code bits.
III.TURBO CODES
In information theory, turbo codes (originally in French
Turbo codes) are a class of high-performance forward error
correction (FEC) codes developed in 1993, which were the
first practical codes to closely approach the channel
capacity, a theoretical maximum for the code rate at which
reliable communication is still possible given a specific
noise level. Turbo codes are finding use in (deep space)
satellitecommunications and other applications where
designers seek to achieve reliable information transfer over
bandwidth- or latency-constrained communication links in
the presence of data-corrupting noise. Turbo codes are
nowadays competing with LDPC codes, which provide
similar performance.
A Soft decision approachThe decoder front-end produces an integer for each bit in
the data stream. This integer is a measure of how likely it is
that the bit is a 0 or 1 and is also called soft bit. The integer
could be drawn from the range [-127, 127], where:







-127 means "certainly 0"
-100 means "very likely 0"
0 means "it could be either 0 or 1"
100 means "very likely 1"
127 means "certainly 1"
etc.

The turbo decoding algorithm for error-correction codes
is known not to converge, in general, to a maximum
likelihood solution, although in practice it is usually
observed to give comparable performance. The quest to
understand the convergence behavior has spawned
numerous inroads, including extrinsic information transfer
(or EXIT) charts, density evolution of intermediate
quantities, phase trajectory techniques, Gaussian
approximations which simplify the analysis, and crossentropy minimization, to name a few. Some of these
analysis techniques have beenapplied with success to other
configurations, such as turbo equalization. Connections to
the belief propagation algorithm have also been identified,
which approach in turn is closely linked to earlier work [6]
on graph theoretic methods. In this context, the turbo
decoding algorithm gives rise to a directed graph having
cycles; the belief propagation algorithm is known to
converge provided no cycles appear in the directed graph,
although less can be said in general once cycles appear.
Interest in turbo decoding and related topics now extends
beyond the communications community, and has been met
with useful insights from other fields; some references in
this direction include which draws on nonlinear system
analysis, which draws on computer science, in addition to
(predating turbo codes) and (more recent) which inject ideas
from statistical physics, which in turn can be rephrased in
terms of information geometry. Despite this impressive
pedigree of analysis techniques, the “turbo principle”
remains difficult to master analytically and, given its fair
share of specialized terminology if not a certain degree of
mystique, is often perceived as difficult to grasp to the nonspecialist. In this spirit, the aim of this paper is to provide a
reasonably self-contained and tutorial development of
iterative decoding for parallel and serial concatenated codes.
The paper does not aim at a comprehensive survey of
available analysis techniques and implementation tricks
surrounding iterative decoding, but rather chooses a
particular ad- vantage point which steers clear of
unnecessary sophistication and avoids approximations.
B Proposed system:
The project work focuses on joint optimization of the
power and decoding schedule is prohibitivelycomplex so we
break the optimization in two parts and first optimize power
levels of each user then optimize the decoding schedule
using the optimized power levels. Large gainsin power
efficiency and complexity can be achieved simultaneously.
Furthermore, our optimized receiver has a lower
convergence threshold and requires less iterations to achieve
convergence than a conventional receiver. We show that our
proposed optimization results in a more consistent quality of
service (QoS).

This introduces a probabilistic aspect to the data-stream
from the front end, but it conveys more information about
each bit than just 0 or 1.
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Fig.4.1. IMUD receiver with control blocks

The major advantage of dynamic scheduling over static
scheduling is that the method compensates for performance
better/worse than expected (average) due to differences in
channel conditions Over decoding blocks, or differences in
the decoding trajectory. Using dynamic scheduling we have
a more reliable receiver or similar complexity.

Fig5. 2 EXIT Chart Analysis after 5 trial using 500 message bits

V.IMPLEMENTATION
Implementation of any software is always preceded by
important decisions regarding selection of the platform, the
language used, etc. these decisions are often influenced by
several factors such as real environment in which the system
works, the speed that is required, the security concerns, and
other implementation specific details. There are three major
implementation decisions that have been made before the
implementation of this project. They are as follows:
1.
2.
3.

Selection of the platform (Operating System).
Selection of the programming language for
development of the application.
Coding guideline to be followed.

RESULTS:

Fig 5.1 EXIT Chart Analysis after 3 trial using 300 message bits

Fig 5.3 EXIT Chart Analysis after 30 trial using 3000 message bits

VI.CONCLUSION
We have optimized a turbo MUD receiver for unequal
power turbo-coded CDMA system through EXIT chart
analysis. The results in prior works were used to derive
effective EXIT functions for FEC decoders and an
interference canceller which enabled analysis of the system
as in the equal power case. We utilized a nonlinear
constrained optimization as in prior work to optimize the
power levels of groups of users in the system. We modified
the algorithm proposed in prior work to dynamically derive
the optimal decoding schedule for the IMUD receiver. We
then showed through simulation that this power optimized
system using dynamic scheduling achieves similar BER
performance as a conventional receiver with significant
complexity savings. Furthermore it outperforms the
statically derived optimal schedule through reducing the
variance of the per packet BER. We also proposed a method
for estimating the SNR in an AWGN CDMA channel and
showed that power and schedule may be optimized without
any trade-off. Finally, we determined that a combination of
static and dynamic scheduling offers the best benefit for the
cost.
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